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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 222 x 148 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Diffraction of a Dream is the journey of a
woman s soul in love who follows her heart to find the man with whom she is in love in her Dream.
This tenacious soul is determined to walk towards the impossible. Through the magic path of
poetry the soul follows the intricate, billowy pattern of passionate loves in her path of life Then all
my words and utterances have always / Been meant for you; and finally reaches the glory of self-
knowledge, For the days of the bleeding rose are gone self-sufficiency and self-triumph Making the
real / Come into surface / Out of nothing at all. This journey is a universal imagery of earthy,
heavenly, and marine emerald mirrors, silver reflections of the moon, flame of stars and Dangling
memories. The man of her Dream in an Arthur-like way meets in a totally pure way the feminine
element and walks towards his exhilarating Destiny. The woman meets her own unique moons on
her travelling to find him and she talks sensually to the Moon My affection...
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. We have read through and that i am confident that i am going to going to read through again again down the road.
Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this pdf in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Noel Stanton-- Noel Stanton

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr. Odie Hamill-- Dr. Odie Hamill
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